
I-tech  The teacher’s technology promise… 

I use many types of technology to teach my students and to stimulate learning. As I incorporate technology into the 

classroom, I will provide my students with ways to gather and sort information.  These skills are important for their 

educational development, and for their ability to survive in the ever-changing world. 

 I will be prepared 

 I will grade assignments and respond immediately 

 I will be fair to all students 

 I will make it fun and interesting 

You-tech  The Student’s technology promise… 

As a part of the classroom team, you will be required to use technology daily.  You are expected to respect all 

technology and will follow the rules & procedures. Violations will result in “Tech-tickets.” Students that receive 

tech-tickets will pay for their tickets by completing in-class service projects designed by the teacher. 

 I will follow the school’s technology rules 

 I will keep my password private 

 I will finish all assignments before using computers for free time 

 I will only touch the tools I am using 

 I will carry my laptop / I-pad with two hands 

 I will only place technology on flat surfaces 

 I will have the tech team approve all printing 

We-tech     The Team’s technology promise… 

In our classroom we use a “Tech-Team” to carry-out certain duties. Teams are trained by the teacher, and rotate 

every other week. All students must first ask team members for support before they ask the teacher. Listed below 

are the tech-teams’ duties. 
 We will manage the classroom technology log-book 

 We will manage the charging of all classroom technology 

 We will manage printers  

 We will review all student prints before printing & hand them out when complete 

 We will decide how the class should share technology when necessary 

 

Teacher Signature_____________________   Student Signature_______________________ 


